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LIVESCRIBE DIGITAL PEN

What is it?

Overview

The Livescribe Smartpen is a multimodal capturing tool. The camera built in
to the pen records and stores every pen stroke. The audio capture feature
can be activated to record audio while you write. The pen strokes are
synchronized to the captured audio. To listen to a particular point in the
recording, just tap the pen on a word or illustration in the Livescribe book
and it instantly plays back the audio recorded at that point in time.

A multimodal capturing tool
with content recorded on
paper able to be exported to
the digital world.

Send your notes in to the digital world

Benefit

Synchronise your notes with a range of connections to send them to an
iPad, a computer, or to an online service such as Dropbox, Evernote or
OneNote. Instantly share notes via email or social media. Once in a digital
space, your notes can be replayed in multimodal fashion. This makes it an
invaluable tool to review traditional notes or recordings of more abstract
content including mathematical concepts and diagrams. Livescribe pens are
an ideal tool to assist educators create and share inclusive instructional
content that can benefit all students in the class.

Accurately recorded
information that can be
viewed and reviewed as
often as needed to support
memory retrieval and
comprehension.

Three Livescribe pen models available –Echo, Wi-Fi and Livescribe 3.
Information about the three different Livescribe models can be found at
http://www.livescribe.com/au/smartpen/

Suitable for:
Primary/Secondary
Tertiary
Workplace

Which model suits my purposes?
Jim Sprialis has used Livescribe pens for a number of years. He has
conducted school based action research projects with the Livescribe Echo
pen and views this tool as an essential requirement in every classroom.
Both the Echo and the Livescribe 3 are recommended for the tertiary and
workplace setting. Please contact Sprialis Consulting for further advice.

Platform

Jim Sprialis is a leading influence in the field of technology and inclusion. During the
past 10 years he has worked with hundreds of schools and organisations to provide
advice and support with implementing inclusive technologies. Jim regularly presents
at state and national conferences.
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Sprialis Consulting offers
training and support in
digital pen technology

